
As a school that
promotes multiple
intelligences, SSI has
established various
performing arts groups
that have showcased
their talents in various
activities and
competitions. However
due to the pandemic,
these organizations had
to take a hiatus during
online class—but not for
too long.

For S.Y. 2021-2022,
various performing arts
groups were
reintroduced to the
students with a few
adjustments. Sir Nazer
Salcedo's SSICAT, Sir
Christian Garcia's
MuSSIans (previously the
Sforzando and Mussico
groups), Ms. Majo
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Tengco's ES Sforzando,
Sr. Jonathan Terry's
SSInergy, and Sir Ain
Bunuan's ISSAYAW are
now ready to grace the
school with their timeless
skills and amazing
performances, beginning
with the Christmas Tree
Lighting.

Of course, the most
notable differences in
these organizations as
compared to those in the
old normal are their
performances and
practices. Meetings and
rehearsals are now held
via Zoom with varying
time slots; scheduled
accordingly to avoid
conflicts with other
institutional groups.
Although their
performances

mainly consist of edited
clips of videos that are
presented live or posted
on social media
platforms, seeing them
in SSI’s Facebook page
and other streaming
apps does not make the
message they convey
any less meaningful.

When asked about the
significance of bringing
back performing arts
groups amid the
pandemic, this is what
Salcedo had to say:
“Performing arts teach
children how to think
creatively through
imagination.

Without creativity, there
is nothing that makes an
organization unique.
Creative skills are one of
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If there was one thing that took everyone's 
breath away the moment they stepped past SSI's
 school gates, it would be the big Christmas Tree
 found in the school's main parking lot. In fact, it

 has become such a remarkable feature that a
holiday season without it would seem 

incomplete. The tree's lighting has long been a
 December tradition, and with it comes the start

 of a true SSIan Christmas, along with the 
pursuit of a Christmas filled with faith, hope, and love.

 
This year's tree lighting ceremony marks the second
 year in which a virtual tree lighting activity was held,
commemorating the second year of online distance

 learning and the many challenges the pandemic has brought.
With the theme: 'CHILL and Let There Be Peace,' the tree lighting

 activity was aired live from SSI's Facebook page and kicked off at 5 pm,
 opened by this year's emcee, Ms. Roselyn Logenio of the Office of Student

 Affairs. It was then succeeded by the
 heartwarming welcome remarks of the

 school principal, Sir Daniel O. Castillo.Continue on p.4

Performing Arts Varsities:
A Timeless Expression

BY M A E G A N  C O

the most important skills
needed to be successful
in any industry,” he said.

“Expression is a very
important thing for every
individual, especially in
this kind of situation
wherein a feeling of
suppression is vast. Little
by little, they can pull
themselves together to
do what they are used to
doing and love. For the
staff, it would also help
develop the program into
a more complex and
adaptive approach
considering this kind of
situation that would bring
us all into what we call
[the] new normal,” Garcia
added.

Though the said
performances may not
have been what some
had hoped for, everyone
can be assured that the
students’ abilities will not
go unrecognized.
“Standards are at stake
since no one has the
experience or the perfect
program on how to be 

really effective and
productive in this
situation. For me, the
main purpose is to gather
everyone who has [a]
common interest and to
make believe and feel
that life always finds a
way, and so is music,”
Garcia stated when asked
about what to expect for
f o r t h c o m i n g
performances.

Despite the pandemic
prompting many school
events to be postponed in
recent years, some
people had chosen to
take this opportunity to
gradually regain normalcy
by reinstating the
varsities that students
have grown to love and
enjoy. With this, bringing
back performing arts
groups can be a big step
in promoting and serving
the true ideals of the
school—to be an
institution that regards
multiple intelligences as a
timeless form of
expression amid these
ever-changing times.

Photos
from

:  Statefields
School, Inc. - Official Facebook page



Mga Estudyante, nagpakitang gilas
sa Araw ng Wika at Kultura

BY STEPHANIE GAMAD

Bagamat nakasanayan ng
karamihan na ipagdiwang
ang Buwan ng Wika tuwing
Agosto, hindi ito naging
hadlang sa paggunita sa
naturang programa sa
gitna ng pandemya.

Sa pangunguna ni Bb.
Irene Ebona, JHS Filipino
Coordinator, nagkaroon ng
matagumpay na
pagdiriwang ng Buwan ng
Wika ang mga estudyante
mula sa Junior High
School, na naganap mula
Oktubre 19 hanggang
Oktubre 24 taong 2021. Ito
ay may kaakibat na
temang, “Lakbay-Sining at
Kultura sa Panahong
Digital.”

Nagkaroon ng mga
patimpalak gaya ng
Pagbuo ng Short Film,
Online Tinig ng Tanghalan,
at Deklamasyon, kung
saan nagwagi ang mga
estudyante mula sa iba’t
ibang baitang. Tungo rito,
naipakita ng mga mag-
aaral ang kanilang talento
sa larangan ng pag-arte,
pag-awit, at pagbigkas.

Kung noon ay may Salu-
Salong Pinoy, nagkaroon
naman ng Agahang Pinoy
ang baitang 7 at 8. Sa
kabilang banda,
nagkaroon naman ng
Tanghaliang Pinoy ang
baitang 9 at 10. Sama-
samang kumain ang mga
mag-aaral kasama ang
kanilang guro.

Masayang-masaya si Bb.
Ebona ngayong muling
nagkaroon ng oportunidad
upang ipagdiwang ang
Buwan ng Wika sa gitna ng
pandemya.

Ipinakita niya rin ang
kanyang pagpaparangal
para sa mga mag-aaral na
nagpapakita ng kanilang
talento sa Filipino at galing
sa teknolohiya. 

Ayon sa kanya, dito
napatunayang hindi
hadlang ang ganitong
sistema ng edukasyon
para mahubog ang talento
ng mga mag-aaral.

“Bagamat binibigyang
pansin din natin ang
wikang Ingles, hindi rin
natin dapat kalimutan na
mas pahalagahan natin
yung sariling wika natin
sapagkat ito ang salamin
ng ating katauhan at ng
ating pagkamakabayan,”
aniya.

Kahit na bumuo ang
pandemya ng mga
hadlang upang ipagdiwang
ang Buwan ng Wika gaya
ng nakasanayan natin,
tiyak na naipamalas ng
mga estudyante mula 

sa Junior High School ang
tunay na kahalagahan ng
teknolohiya upang higit na
makilala ang ating sining at
pagkakakilanlan. Kaya
naman, nawa’y magsilbing

paalala ang mga ganitong
uri ng selebrasyon na
huwag kalimutang
mahalin at yakapin ang
ating wika at kultura.

Larawan kuha mula sa: 
Statefields School Junior High Facebook page

BY VICTORIA ANNE ABU

: The Art of Gift-Giving
Ever wonder why paintings
are so priceless and
inexplicably regarded as
treasure?

Visual art, as most people
perceive it, is one of the
top-notch crafts out there
that are truthfully difficult
to get the hang of and
master, which is why the
end product really is worth
a lot of money. Now,
putting yourself in the
mind of a philanthropist,
you might think that this
much money could really
solve a lot of social
problems around the
world, and in reality, it
actually could.

Having this mindset, the
Senior High School
Student Government held
one of their most creative
and artistic projects yet as
the previous school year
came to a close: the
KabiSSIg Art Commissions
Project. The launch was
held on February 10,
allowing the officers to
introduce the sample
products and answer the
what’s and how’s of the
said project.

Generally, the main goal of
KabiSSIg was to raise funds
for the Mother Teresa
Spinelli's               Treasures,
Inc., which the SHS
department annually does. 

The project also aimed to
fulfill four main objectives:
to showcase and display
the students’ visual-spatial
intelligences, offer
donations and motivate
helping hands, hone
entrepreneurial skills, and
persuade students to show
concern for others. 

Facilitated by the SHS
Student Government
Officers and adviser Sir
Rodrigo Maralit Jr., the
plan was to reach out to
numerous visual-spatial
intelligent artists from the
school community, who
also got their fair share of
the earnings and received
extra credit as recognition
for their Visual-Spatial
Intelligence. Aspirants
were required to submit a
sample of their proposed
artworks and
corresponding prices. 

whether digital or
traditional, pixelated or
realistic, watercolor or
pencil. 

Further details about the
project were also discussed,
such as where and how the
orders were conducted and
entertained, and how
payment would be done.
Google Forms and GCash
have proven to be the
suitable platforms,
respectively.

Besides the art
commissions, the SHS
students also had the

Featuring a variety of art
styles to choose from such
as custom pet portraits,
customized notebooks,
sty-lized self-portraits,
land-scapes and stickers,
students were almost free
to commission whatever
their heart desires for con-
siderable and just prices.
Creativity and
resourcefulness were also
shown among the artists
through the use of their
own unique mediums, 

choice to not purchase a
specific art  piece, but
rather simply give
monetary donations and
funds through GCash,
which were then used to
buy basic essentials and
packages for the
benefitting organization
aforemen-tioned. 

Throughout the process of
commissioning, the project
had to close and stop
accepting art commission
requests last March 19,
then reopened last April 7.
The project finally came to
its conclusion last May 11

after about two months of
execution. 

Overall, the project has
raised a considerable
amount paying off the hard
work and efforts of both
the SHS SG and all talented
artists involved. Truly, this
goes to show that the
talents and skills that each
and every one has could
surprisingly reach more
than meets the (visual) eye.

With that, have you ever
wondered why happiness
was so priceless and
inexplicably regarded as
treasure?

Photos from: SSI Senior High Facebook page



Exposition: 
Driving Down the Road

Everything big started
small, and the SSInema
Film Festival was no
exception. What started
as a humble Film Club in
the Senior High School
Department in 2017 has
grown to become the
highly-anticipated Film
Festival we know now.
From club members, it
opened its doors to the
entirety of Grade 12
students, all of whom
were brought together to
make their own films.
This change brought forth
a new era of excitement
as it became a level-wide
event.

During S.Y. 2020 – 2021,
SSInema made its long-
awaited return with a
new set of independent
films. Although this year’s
film festival was
supposedly the 4 th , the
organizing committee
persisted in making the
film festival come to life
once more. In that
process, many
complications (like
communication, distance,
and getting permission)
arose and threatened to
stop their production, but
were ultimately settled.

“Also, the Awards Night
was very much
challenging and really
time-consuming. 

Many videos were created
and compiled including
speeches just to make it
less of a hassle for the
committee. A few lines of
the hosts were even pre-
recorded just to lessen
the workload of the
technical team,” Lora
shared. “While it was
streamed live, we had a
different setup and the
live reaction of the
winners were not exactly
captured, but despite that,
the surprised faces were
still evident and their
genuine reactions made
the event more special.”

Climax: Into the Spotlight

The Awards’ Night of the
SSInema Film Festival was
like a diamond in the
rough – it was slightly
uneven around the edges,
but it made the event all
the more compelling to
watch. The tension and
excitement lingering in
the air made for a perfect
combination, whilst
seeing an event
(especially one with great
effort exerted to it) just
like this come to its end
made for a satisfying
climax. Some walked
away with trophies on
their hands, while some
were content with the
enriching experience on
their shoulders. Everyone
won—just in their own
simple way.

Amongst the festival’s
winners is Jernanie Harris
Concordia, who won ‘Best
Film’ for his breath taking
motion picture “Kurap". 
 He also bagged the ‘Best
Actor,’ ‘Best Screenplay,’
and ‘Best Film Editing’
awards. Meanwhile, Kyle
Antonette Sual walked
away with the 'Best

artistry, has been a way to
make connections for a
long time. With proper
direction and
cinematography, it can
truly make for a thousand
words. The independent
films made by the
participants were the
primary example of that.
It also shows that
creativity knows no limits,
and is willing to go as far
as you let it be.

Needless to say, the future
of the SSInema Film
Festival is still unknown.
But with the overflowing
enthusiasm from the
student body, it may as
well reach its founding
director’s dream. “In the
next few years, I am
dreaming that the
SSInema Film Festival will
also be offered in JHS and
even ES. The event will be
divided into different
categories to cater to the
other departments
because I do believe that
there are also great young
filmmakers in the lower
grades. Soon after,
SSInema would be open to
other schools making it an
interschool event. Lastly, if
God permits, SSInema will
be a regional event
accepting film entries
from different parts of
CALABARZON. That’s the
dream.”

The pursuit of the
SSInema Film Festival
amidst the pandemic
proves that all it takes is a
little courage and push for
aspiring film directors and
participants. And while
this year’s film festival
may end, the journey
never does. Through thick
and thin, the messages
within each film will stay
with the people who
watched it.

Resolution: A Never-
Ending Performance

S.Y. 2020–2021’s SSInema
Film Festival proved that
all things are possible no
matter how impossible
they may seem to be at
first; all it takes is a careful
journey. Film-making,
being its own form of

Photos from: SSinema Facebook page

Amongst a crowd as
plenty as the people of
the world, standing out
seems to be a feat few
and far between. It is this
same situation that drives
people away from taking
up the film industry
before they can even see
the road ahead. However,
the annual SSInema Film
Festival gives Grade 12
students eye-catching
opportunity to explore
the art of film-making:
both as a platform to
express their creativity
and for people eager to
watch their independent
films.

Last year’s film festival
centered around the
pandemic inspired theme:
‘Stay at Home,’ where
participants were
encouraged to let their
imaginations run wild
while using the available
limited resources. As with
any other school-related
events held in the past
year, it faced numerous
challenges that almost
hindered its comeback.
Nevertheless, the
students and organizing
committee pulled off a
herculean feat which
resulted in blissful
fruition.

“This is the very first, as
far as I know, online
public exhibition of
students’ works wherein
the whole SHS were
involved and were
watching together at the
same time,” the founding
director and Senior High
School faculty, Ms. Marie
Kris D. Lora, mentioned in
an interview. She also
reported that according
to Facebook, the
Screening of the films
reached 1,800 viewers,
while the Awards’ Night
reached more than
17,000. “Not only did the
event unify the SHS
department but [it] also
reached some of the SSI
Community members in
the ES and JHS
Departments (teachers,
students, and even
parents). It shows that
while we are in a
pandemic, we still thrive
in school activities and we
are still together
celebrating not only films
but life in general.”

A                           Journey:SSInematic 
S.Y. 2020–2021’s SSInema Film Festival

Photos from: SSinema Facebook page
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Director' award for her
showstopping film
“Stopgap”, along with the
‘People’s Choice’ Award. 

Independent Film Creator
Ynah Andrea Sunga, with
her independent film:
“Hanggang Saan Aabot ang
Bente Mo”, also took home
the ‘Best Cinematography’
and ‘Best Production
Design’ awards, with the
‘Special Mention Award –
for Sound Design.’

The ‘Best Actress’ for this
year’s film festival was
Jules Mykel Reyes, for her
outstanding performance
in her film “Alone Without”.
The year’s ‘Special Mention
Award – for Animation’
went to Justine Dominique
Espina for her film “Half A
Braincell”, while “Off the
Deep End” by Nathan Alois
Millevo won the ‘Special
Mention Award – for
Original Music.’ 

Rafaella Marie Acuña’s
“Ang Batang Magsasaka”
secured the ‘Special
Mention Award – for
Environmental Film,’ and
Janna Patricia Antiquera’s
“Perfect Paws” prevailed
and won the ‘Special
Mention Award – for
Animal Friendly Film.’
Rianne Benette Vasquez
also won an award - the
‘Special Mention Award –
for Family- Oriented Film’
for his movie “Long-
Distance Family”.

B Y  H A N N A H  M .  T A Y A G



Alumni Return to Statefields School 
to Participate in Events

Much like the
previous Christmas
tree, this year's
symbol of nativity
seemed to focus on
the idea of
simplicity, and how
the little things, no
matter how simple,
can still play a role
in the bigger
scheme of things.
As everyone
celebrates their
second Christmas
with their family
and close friends,
SSIans were once
again reminded
that there are no
limits and
conditions to love.
As such, we should
let Jesus live in our
hearts, for that is
the very meaning of
Christmas.

This year's
celebration also
brought forth the
return of dance and
song performances,
which were
removed last year
due to the absence
of performing arts
varsities. 

As a new chapter of learning
begins, Statefields School
continues to strengthen the
community’s unity, spirit, and
pride with the first virtual
Flag Raising Ceremony in the
Junior High School
Department.

The school event, which was
broadcasted live on August
31, 2021 in the Junior High
School Facebook page,
marked the beginning of the
School Year 2021-2022 for
Junior High School students.

In line with the celebration of
the National Heroes day, the
Ceremony started with a
speech from the School’s
Principal, Mr. Daniel O.
Castillo, commemorating the
sacrifices of the country’s
heroes then and now, valuing
the efforts of health and
essential workers, working
for the nation.

This was followed by the
performances of Filipino
Classics, with Mr. Chino Garcia
giving a heartfelt performance
of the song “Kanlungan.” The
song “Bayan Ko” was performed
by Ms. Thelma Torres and Mr.
Lemuel Sinosa, directly
showcasing how one would
appreciate and cherish his or
her own country.

Being able to take part in the
Flag Raising Ceremony in a
face-to-face set-up would be a
different experience for each
student. However, even with
the online set-up, let us not
forget the true meaning of the
symbols found in the Philippine
Flag—courage, justice, liberty,
peace, and truth. As we learn
and acknowledge to be part of
these ceremonies, may we
constantly apply one of the
schools’ eight core values in our
lives: love for one’s country.

BY SHAWN AGUIRRE

Students are the lifeblood of
SSI. Through them, the
school spreads its core
values, achieves its mission
and vision, and educates the
next generation. As such,
alumni are the fulfillment of
those three things—they
carry all of the school’s hopes
and dreams to college and
beyond; and sometimes, as
all people are bound to do,
they always return home.
This year, like all the years
before it, brings no less
alumni in that regard.

The Career Clinic

On October 14, 2020, the
school’s exciting Career Clinic
brought four enterprising
alumni as guests/resource
speakers, in order to speak
on their careers so far. With
that, Senior High School
students had their first taste
of the skills and
competencies that former
Stallions possessed.

The first of these was Karl
Go, a graduate of Batch 2008,
who has established his own
business in the food industry
called “TagoyaKing” and also
worked as a bartender at the
Marriott Hotel.

Second was Heidi Cruz, a
Filipino scientist with a
bachelor’s degree in
Chemical Engineering, a

master’s degree in Advanced
Materials Engineering, and a
PhD in Environmental
Engineering.

Next up was Liana Amat, a
graduate of Batch 2012.
Currently, she works at the
Commission on Higher
Education as an Inter-national
Relations Officer.

Roberto Celestial, the last in
the line-up of speakers,
graduated from Statefields
School Batch 2009. He was
then certified as one of the
Licensed Financial Con-
sultants in PRU Life UK and
currently works as a revenue
officer.

Each of these alumni talked
about their career-related
experiences, as well as the
trials and tribulations they
went through along the way.

Logical-Mathematical
Celebration

During the Logical-
Mathematical Celebration on
January 27, 2021, two alumni
returned to the school as
resource speakers for Senior
High School students,
speaking on a variety of
topics.

Ricky Joash Gosim graduated
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering from UP Diliman
Cum Laude, and was also the 

valedictorian of his batch at
Statefields School in 2015.

He was joined by Raphael
Reyeslao, a graduate of
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering from
De La Salle University
Dasmarinas. Like Ricky
Gosim, he also graduated in
2015.

SHS Fair

On February 22, 2021, the
widely renowned Senior High
School Fair came through in
full force, bringing two more
alumni in various roles.

Hiromi Kojima from Batch
2012 is the first of these
alumni, who graduated with
a Bachelor of Science in
Operational Therapy and
won the Miss Mikawa 2016
pageant. She was one of the
judges during the Virtual
Runway segment.

On the same day, Jave Ilao
took part in the fair as a
business participant in the
Cloud Bazaar, for his
company, LemTech.

He graduated from SSI in
2014 before earning a
Bachelor of Science in
Tourism Management
degree.

He said in a separate

interview that his experiences
during the SHS Fair was nice
and gave him a chance to
give back to the SSI
community.

Navigating Senior High in
SSI

As a part of the school’s
Navigating Senior High In SSI
talks, SHS students from
different strands were given
the honor of having more
resource speakers, which
bought newfound knowledge,
experiences, and skills shared
by SSI very own alumni.

During the webinar for the
ABM strand held on March 9,
2021, Sean Dereck Shen, a
graduate of SSI Batch 2009
and Bachelor of Science in
Entrepreneurial Manage-
ment degree holder, spoke to
the Grade 10 students. He is
currently the CEO of his own
food business, together with
some corporate partners.

For the HUMSS day webinar,
on April 6th, Neil Justine de
Belen, who was a graduate of
the SHS pioneer 2018 batch,
and currently a student at the
UST Bachelor of Fine Arts,
talked about how the SHS
curriculum and program
offerings molded him to
become an expert when it
comes to video and content 

making. Because of this
training and experiences, he
emphasized that he is
financially earning while still
finishing his college degree.

Research Fair and Defense

During the culmination of
many SHS students’ journeys,
they were given the task of
creating and defending their
research paper—something
that one of our very own
alumni also participated in.

Jean Charlene Cariaga, the
current JHS English
Coordinator and graduate of
Batch 2012, was present
during the event as a
panelist. She graduated Cum
Laude from the Philippine
Normal University with a
Bachelor of Secondary
Education in English degree,
and is currently completing
her Master’s degree in
Educational Management at
De La Salle University,
Dasmarinas.

Looking at all of these
enterprising and academician
alumni, it is amazing to
realize how far SSI has
achieved in educating and
instilling values in its students
then and now. Recently,
Batch 2019-2020 HUMSS
student Cassie Salazar has
stated this in her video which
became one of the school’s
marketing advertisements.
The future is still wide open,
and we will most certainly still
have unlimited opportunities
to witness the impact of
SSIans to the community and
the world.

JHS students, teachers 
participate in first virtual 
Flag Raising Ceremony 
for S.Y. 2021-2022
BY HAZEN JARAMILLO

A Boun-tree-ful Christmas in Simplicity, continuation

ISSAYAW and ES SFORZANDO
started the night off with
singing and dancing through
their rendition of "I am but a
Small Voice" by Lea Salonga. 

It was shortly followed by
SSInergy's breathtaking
performance of "Earth Song”.
The SSICAT varsity also took
part in the event through a
video presentation entitled:
"Let there be Christmas
Everywhere", which came
with an uplifting message and
song.

Afterward was an elaborate
performance from the
MuSSIans who took the stage
and paved the way for the
community singing, where
the festive spirit soared high 

and bright. Only a few
moments after did the
school's Christmas Tree light
up, shining like a distant star,
guiding us as we celebrate
our second Christmas in
simplicity.

Although this year's tree
lighting was straightforward
and short of the grandeur
many imagined it would
have been years ago, it
proves to show that the
spirit of Christmas does not
lie in lavish decorations and
pretentious gifts. Instead, it
is a season of giving and love
shaped by simplicity and
generosity—a celebration
that makes Christmas
worthwhile and bountiful.

Photo from: 
Statefields School, Inc. - Official Facebook page



Grade 12 S.Y. 2020-2021 
Research Fair and Defense

Despite the prevailing New
Normal circumstances, the
Senior High School
Department held its annual
Research Fair and Defense
as a prerequisite for SHS
graduation, from April 26,
2021 to May 7, 2021.

Though the process of
formulating, writing, and
presenting research papers
remained the same for
every student, slight
differences and 

comparisons were
observed in the virtual
defense as compared to the
scheme in the old normal.

“...The experience is
different as before. I can
say that the students were
able to prepare more
during the online setup
than in a face-to-face
setting since you don’t
really have to deal with
stage fright.” Sir Miguel
Punongbayan, the overall 

 

Research Adviser, shared. 

Even with its perks, the
school’s Research Fair and
Defense admittedly posed
disadvantages for some
teachers and students. Ms.
Verna Santos, Senior High
School Department Vice
Principal, stated that due to
the absence of the usual
dynamics found in onsite
arrangement and the
presence of real time
technical difficulties, the 

Research defense invited a
lot of adjustments.

As for the Grade 12
students, some of them
were relieved because of
the fact that they do not
need to face the panelists
while presenting their
papers. On the other hand,
others were worried about
the problems and technical
difficulties that may arise
during their presentations.

Still, the students managed
to present their research
papers in a formal and
timely manner.
Punongbayan expressed
how each group was able
to present their paper well
which made all topics stand
out. “You can really assess
how well the researchers
have prepared for their oral
performance based on how
they presented their
paper.”

The Outstanding Research
and Innovation Award was
given to an ABM group,
which earned praise and
congratulatory remarks
from many.

Santos congratulated all
Grade 12 students for
pushing through despite
the hurdles. She also
thanked the teachers who
served as consultants and

served as consultants and
panelists, especially those
who were not from the SHS
Department.

“Together with the overall
Research adviser, Mr.
Miguel Punongbayan, they
have given their all. At first,
it seemed impossible,
especially on data
gathering. But with their
open mind, they were able
to embrace the reality and
made it through,” Ms.
Santos stated.

Given the current situation,
it is expected that a virtual
set-up similar to that of this
school year will be held in
April 2022. Though it
requires a lot of preparation
and communication among
both the students and
teachers, Punongbayan
believed that online
presentations like these can
be considered an important
skill.

“Since many corporate jobs
use online presentations to
present proposals to clients
abroad, I think this is a skill
needed for the SHS
students,” Santos added.
She also claimed that
possible upgrades and
improvements will be
implemented for future
defenses and activities like
these.

BY  RIANNA     
      ANELA 
      CABRAL

Grade 12 Students participate 
in SSI’s first-strand specialization test

For the first time in the
Senior High School
Department, a Standards-
Based Assessment for
Grade 12 that focuses on
strand specialization
subjects was taken by
graduating SHS students
for S.Y. 2020-2021.

Held on May 11, 2021, the
said achievement test was
facilitated by the Asian
Psychological Services and
Assessment or APSA, a test
provider known as the
country’s first ISO-certified
psychological testing
company.

Ms. Verna Santos, Senior
High School Vice Principal,
explained how APSA’s
strand specialization
achievement test differs 

from previous standardized
exams in the old normal.

“The first and only National
Achievement Test
conducted for Senior High
was in February 2019,”
Santos carefully explained.
“In the absence of any
National Achievement Test,
the recently concluded
Grade 12 Achievement Test
was just part of the
initiatives of Statefields
School, as a way of
monitoring students’
performance.”

In the midst of Grade 12
students busy schedule,
relevant preparations and
orientations were
generously given to the
students before the

examination day itself.

Zoom, alongside APSA’s
exclusive Learning
Management System, was
used for the duration of
the test. It was assured that
the school, in coordination
with the assessment
providing-institution, had
taken careful measures to
uphold the credibility of the
exam-ination.

During the orientation day,
the test administrators
from APSA explained to the
students how the online
achievement test will be
conducted,” Ms. Mafi, SHS
Guidance Facilitator,
elaborated.  “The test has
security systems in place,
to safeguard the integrity
of the activity. Test

proctors were also from
APSA,” she concluded.

The standards-based
assessment was an initiative
of Statefields School Inc. as a
way to sustain quality
education, with the Guidance
Department, headed by Sir
Ulysses Dimatulac, as the
over-all facilitator.

“This can help the Senior
High department in making
pertinent decisions to
further improve the quality
of instructions,” Santos
claimed. “It is with fervent
hope that this will be
instrumental for the
students to realize and re-
evaluate their study habits
and motivation towards
their chosen college
courses.”

Lastly, Santos also
emphasized how the
results of the test can guide
students towards career-
related opportunities and
endeavors. “Since the given
items were about their
Strand specialization
subjects, the students, after
receiving their test results,
would have another way of
self-assessment, relevant to
their strengths and
weaknesses.”

Aside from Grade 12, Asian
Psychological Services and
Assessment (APSA) also
offers standards-based
assessments for other
grade levels. As of the
moment, the idea of
utilizing these tests for
other departments remains
a possibility in the future.

BY  ERIN BEATRICE ZAMORA

Photo from: 
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OPINION

Bilang Pilipino, tiyak na ating 
narinig o nabasa kahit minsan 
ang kasabihang ito sa ating 
buong buhay. Ngunit tunay 
nga bang tumatatak sa atin 
ang kahulugan nito? Oo, 
at ito ang patutunayan ng 
kabataan sa pamamagitan ng 
kanilang matalinong pakikiisa 
sa papalapit na halalan.

Ang matalinong pagboto 
ay itinuturing bilang 
isa sa pinakasimple 
ngunit pinakamabisa at 
pinakamakabayang hakbang 
upang makamit ang mabuti 
at inklusibong pagbabago sa 
ating bayan. Mula pagkabata, 
ipinakilala na ito sa atin bilang 
isang karapatan ng bawat 
indibidwal. Hindi dapat ito 
ipinagsasawalang- bahala, lalo’t 
higit na ang mga kabataan 
ang siyang magpipinta ng 
kinabukasan ng bawat isa.

“Dapat makiisa ang kabataan sa 
gaganaping halalan dahil dito 
nakasalalay ang prayoridad at 
karapatan ng mga susunod na 
henerasyon; kabilang na ang 
mga taong hindi makapaglahad 
ng kanilang boses at ang lahat 
sa buong bansa,” lahad ni 
David Jamilla ng 12-A STEM na 
nagparehistro noong Setyembre 
ng taong 2021. “Pangmatagalan 
ang epekto nito sa ating lipunan 
kung kaya’t maituturing na 
isang responsibilidad ang 
pagkakaisa at pagpapatibay 
ng desisyon sa botohan.” 

Kaya naman, bukod sa 
impluwensyang dala ng media, 
masasabing maraming basihan 
ang kabataan sa pagpili ng 
mga bagong pinunong siyang 
maninilbihan sa kapwa nila 
Pilipino. Maliban pa sa opinyon 
ng pamilya’t mga kaibigan, 
labis na isinasaalang-alang ng 
mga bagong nagparehistro ang 
marapat na scandal-free profiles 
ng mga tatakbo sa halalan at ang 
katayuan ng mga kandidatong 
ito ukol sa iba’t ibang mga 
isyung bumabalot sa lipunan.

Bago pa man siya magparehistro 

noong Hulyo ng 2021, masasabi 
ni Kyren Vinluan ng 12-B STEM 
na napakahalagang tingnan ang 
kalidad at pagka-progresibo ng 
mga inilalatag na plataporma 
ng mga kandidato. “Para sa 
akin, bukod pa sa malinis na 
track records, ito ang tunay 
na basehan kung sino nga ba 
ang karapat-dapat na iboto. 
Kung kaya’t siguraduhing 
suriin nang mabuti kung ang 
layunin ng mga kandidato ay 
para pagsilbihan ang masa at 
hindi ang makatapak lamang sa 
pwesto para sa kapangyarihan.”

Sang-ayon din sa opinyong 
ito ang isang mag-aaral mula 
sa 11-D ABM na si Anya 
Sabado, na isa ng rehistradong 
botante mula pa noong 
Setyembre ng nakaraang taon.

“Ang pagsusulong ng mga 
inklusibo at pangmatagalang 
plataporma ay paraan ng 
pagpapakita ng isang kandidato 
ng kanyang malinaw na 
saloobin para sa ating bansa. Sa 
aking palagay, ang pagpapakita 
ng gawa at hindi lamang salita 
ang tunay na mahalaga upang 
makamit natin ang kaunlarang 

hinahangad ng bawat isa.”
Wika rin ng October registrant 
na si Rafael De Jesus ng 
12-D HUMSS, “Naniniwala 
ako na ang pagkakaroon ng 
ganitong mga pamantayan 
para sa ikauunlad ng bansa 
ay patunay na ang daang 
matuwid at malinis lamang 
ang tanging makagagabay 
nang malinaw at totoo sa isang 
pinuno, lalo’t higit sa kahit 
anong layuning pambansa.”

Bilang konklusyon, masasabi na 
ang kasalukuyang henerasyon 
ay may matibay na prinsipyong 
pinanghahawakan pagdating 
sa mga usaping sosyo-
politikal. Kung saan higit 
nilang isinasang-alang ang 
gawa kaysa sa anumang salita. 
Kung saan ang mentalidad, 
mga plataporma’t aksyon ng 
isang kandidato bagupaman 
maihalal sa puwesto ay mas 
matimbang sa kahit ano pang 
pamantayan. Sinasalamin 
lamang ng pakikiisang 
ito ng kabataan ang 
kanilang pananaw na 
puno ng simpatya para 
sa ikabubuti ng lahat ng 
mamamayang Pilipino.

Kung kaya’t ikaw ang 
tatanungin ko; ano ang 
magiging pamantayan mo 
kung nag-aalab ang iyong 
puso para sa pagbabago?

Kabataan, tandaan na nasa iyong 
kamulatan ang kapangyarihan—
upang patunayan na hawak mo 
nga ang pag-asa ng bayan.

Souces:
- http://www.publicnow.com/view/C59EBCA9F027920E47DBB3911D5513A25F2DEFCC
- https://www.franklincovey.com/habit-4/
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Things have been very 
interesting lately on social 
media as it swiftly establishes 
itself as a new public space 
for many people, including 
students to gather and discuss 
political problems that concern 
them (Meltwater, 2021). 
Although it can be a difficult 
territory to  navigate when 
it comes to sharing political 
views and sides, many still find 
confidence and freedom in 
sharing in it their political and 
moral views—a phenomenon 
increasingly evident with 
the fast-approaching 2022 
Presidential Elections in 
the Philippines. However, 
should students be involved 
in political conversations?

As a member of the community, 
expressing our thoughts and 
opinions is an advantage to 
society’s improvement and 
growth. In perspective, society 
needs everyone’s thoughts to 
be heard, and that includes the 
rising generation. Additionally, 
when we encourage the 
youth to ask honest questions 
regarding politics, people 

of age are encouraged to 
reason more coherently and 
reevaluate their own biases 
regarding socio-political issues.

When we allow the rising 
generation to be involved 
in political discussions, it 
allows them to become active 
participants of the community. 
It is also helpful to the youth 
as it allows them to become 
involved and take an active 
part in addressing social issues. 
We believe that the youth is 
becoming more aware of what’s 

happening in our society because 
of the advent of the information 
age and because of their 
concern for their own future.

Although students should 
be involved in political 
conversations, social media 
users must remember that as 
they share their thoughts and 
opinions on social networking 
sites, it is still a public channel. 
This means that anyone could 
give feedback on the things 
posted online—whether 
positive or negative. That said, 

before posting or sharing 
anything online as regards to 
politics or any kind of social 
issue, caution must be taken to 
make sure that one is sharing 
the right information from 
authentic sources. People 
who are interested in political 
discussion should find the 
time to learn the different 
backgrounds of political parties 
and candidates. Just like 
everyone else, they must learn 
to evaluate and analyze different 
viewpoints and draw their own 
conclusions without letting their 

emotions or personal interests 
override their reasoning.
Meanwhile, in reacting to other 
people’s feedback, keep in 
mind that we are responsible 
for how we would react to 
them. As much as possible, it 
is highly recommended that 
opposing responses be given 
in a professional and respectful 
manner as it allows both parties 
to have a healthy conversation.

The youth, including students, 
is a part of this community, 
this society, this nation, and 
this world. Thus, their voices 
must be heard, and in return, 
they should learn to listen, 
too. In doing so, we can foster 
a safer environment for open 
conversation and engage in 
an engaging and enlightening 
debate, especially at the age 
when social media is used 
to express varying political 
views. When we speak and 
share what we believe, listen 
to others’ opinions, and 
educate one another, we help 
create a brighter future for 
every citizen of our country.
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OPINION

As the 2022 Elections in the 
Philippines draws nearer, 
we are confronted with 
political aspirants who 
are constantly promoting 
growth and progress, 
especially in the midst of 
the country’s economic and 
health issues. With that, 
citizens are now formulating 
their decisions based on 
advanced platforms, family 
ties, and political dynasties. 
We, however, believe that it 
is about time to judge our 
future leaders, not only by 
their charismatic personality 
and wishful promises, but 
by how they are depicted 
in the eyes of history.

Seeing the bigger picture

History, though complex and 
intricate in nature, provides 
meaning and substance to 
our present. It is the reason 
why we pore over books, 
keep detailed events and 
testimonials about past 
events, and piece together 
a narrative experienced 
by those who might have 
lived before us. More so, 
it also allows us to learn 
from the mistakes of the 
past, create concrete plans 
for the future, and come 
up with humane choices.

But as the saying goes, 
what is history but a fable 
agreed upon? Although the 
argument that history may 
be written by winners and 
may therefore not be always 
truthful has some merit, 
acknowledging the present 
facts and evidence is a way 
of paying homage to the 
past and learning from it. 
These theories, as time goes 
on, would piece a greater, 
more accurate narrative—
one that would help us 
uncover the truth and see 

the bigger picture.

History, as mentioned a 
while ago, is a complex 
narrative. But even if there 
are still stories in the past 
that are yet to be seen, why 
cherry-pick historical events 
as if they were decorations in 
a cake? Why solely judge our 
leaders based on glorified 
hopes and enigmatic 
statements? We, the people, 
cannot always pick the truth 
that is more convenient 
for us. We cannot make 
decisions based on what we 
deem as true instead of what 
is really true. There are tales 
in history that depicted to be 
true to this day, and choosing 
to stay blind to them would 
be a mockery of our present.

A glimpse of the future

History can be a basis 
of character. Therefore, 

choosing candidates based 
on the role they played in 
history (whether good or 
bad, directly or indirectly) 
gives us a glimpse of their 
personality, methods, and 
principles. Their overall 
political background and 
involvement in the past are an 
important basis for electing 
our chosen candidate as 
well. This will serve as a guide 
on how they would lead the 
country and which sector 
they would focus on should 
they be elected as leaders.

But yes, the past shouldn’t 
define what lies ahead, nor 
should it define a person. 
After all, most historical 
events are applicable only to 
the type of system and society 
the world was in at that time. 
So why should we use it as 
a basis to shape our future?

The past can only define 
us if we let it define us. We 
are bound to repeat its 
great or horrific acts if we 
choose to forget. Even if 
it is one’s choice to let the 
past define him or her, one 
must still think critically 
when it comes to electing 
a leader who is bound to 
carry the highest position of 
our country—how do they 
address history, and how can 
they swear to learn from it? 
What political principle do 
they hold, and how will they 
uphold it? Most importantly, 
who do they stand for, and 
where does their loyalty lie?

Not every law or policy 
enacted in the past applies 
to our present situation. 
The wars and battles fought 
before wour time may not be 
a solution in an ever-changing 

world. However, it 
is the lessons taught to us 
by history that will forever 
be relevant—they teach us 
how to lead or not to lead, 
how to act or not to act.

Yes, the past may not 
define us today, but it gives 
meaning to our present, a 
reason that will serve as a 
driving force for us to forge 
our future generations—
as one, as Filipinos.

Understanding the story

In history, there are always 
two sides to the same 
coin—and one must choose 
to see and understand 
both of them. People have 
different experiences, but 
instead of seeing these 
stories as contradictory and 
invalidating one over the 
other, let us use these to 
create our own stand with 
regard to present issues. 
Let us use these to provide 
solutions that would help 
us solve our problems. 
Most significantly, let us 
also use these as a basis for 
electing our future leaders.

Overall, history is not 
definite nor conclusive. 
There are still facts that we 
have yet to uncover, some 
truths that we fail to see. 
However, we can use it as a 
compass, a guide for us to 
navigate our present—so 
that someday, when it is time 
for our future generations 
to cast their votes, they 
may be able to look into 
the eyes of history and find 
that it has not failed them.
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OPINION

It was the 4th of October 2021 
when Facebook, Instagram, 
and WhatsApp users were 
unable to access their pages, 
accounts, and timelines. 
With that, six hours was all it 
took for the Meta (previously 
Facebook) company to 
lose 50 billion dollars off 
its market value, for the 
sales of Facebook-reliant 
businesses to plummet, 
and for a 13-million worth 
of advertising dollars to 
disappear per hour (Sweney, 
2021). This, along with other 
factors, proves how powerful 
Facebook’s integration is 
with our economy, and 
more so, with our reality.

When data surpasses oil

The experts certainly did not 
lie when they say that data 
surpasses oil, and even gold, 
in value. After all, existing 
jobs are now founded in 
analyzing theories and 
information surrounding the 
tech industry. This has major 
implications in the world’s 
present economy. According 
to Deloitte 

(2014), Facebook alone has 
impacted approximately 227 
billion dollars in the data 
economy and has been the 
direct and/or indirect source 
of 4.5 million jobs globally 
in 2014. And, given an 
unlikely (but not impossible) 
hypothetical scenario where 
a collapse like this might 
extend for months to years, 
one cannot imagine how this 
will affect social, economic, 
and global interactions 
around the world.

But is our dependence on 
these social media giants a 
good thing, or a bad thing?

The good, the 
bad, and the ugly

First, let us acknowledge the 
good: social media giants, 
particularly Facebook, 
have provided starting 
entrepreneurs the platform 
to manage their business 
and have a reliable source 
of income. Its ability to 
reach a wide scale of users 
makes money-making 
more efficient. Aside from 

that, Facebook has single-
handedly revolutionized 
our daily means of 
communication. Interactions 
and relationships have been 
formed through these social 
networking apps. As such, 
we are given the opportunity 
to try new platforms in 
making friends, dating other 
people, and engaging with 
strangers—but at what cost?

Although Facebook 
was created with the 
intent to revolutionize 
communication, there is no 
denying that the company 

has been subjected 
to various ethical 

issues. A recent 
study by Lauer 
(2021), however, 
implies that these 
ethical issues are 
not “failures” at all, 
but are part of the 
business model.

More than that, 
hate speech, 
polarization, and 
privacy concerns 
have been ever- 
prevalent within 
social networking 
sites. When 

it comes to politics, the 
company has been accused 
of siding with authoritarians 
and those in power, and 
these growing suspicions 
cause more doubt and 
anxiety with scandals like 
”Cambridge Analytica” and 
”The Facebook Papers.”

Facing the ugly

Though we have 
acknowledged the power 
that social media companies 
have held, one cannot simply 
propose to stop Meta’s 
operations. After all, the 
company has been a direct 
and/or indirect power source 
for most societal institutions. 
And, although mankind 
has survived millennials 
without Facebook and might 
continue to do so in the 
future, pulling this argument 
in these present times will 
not apply simply because 
we are not prepared for its 
possibly disastrous effects.

And so, the appropriate 
course of action lies 
within two parties—the 
company and the people.

The company. Meta must 

utilize appropriate methods 

to draw the line between 

reality and privacy—a 

*solution* that will prevent 

the exploitation of data 

from its users. As such, the 

users must clearly be made 

aware of the terms and 

conditions of the site, and 

must have full control over 

their privacy and security.

The people. We, the netizens, 

must not succumb to what 

we see in our timelines. 

Though this is easier said 

than done, we are obliged to 

respect our boundaries when 

interacting with people and 

understand that freedom 

of speech, no matter what, 

comes with responsibility.

Overall, Facebook has and 

will be confronted with 

various ethical issues. Even 

then, one thing is for sure: 

Facebook, whether we like it 

or not, is not just integrated 

into reality—it is a part of our 

reality. With that, the only 

thing left to do is to address 

the good, deal with the 

bad, and face its ugly truth.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/oct/05/facebook-outage-highlights-global-over-reliance-on-its-services#:~:text=The%20fallout%20of%20Facebook’s%20unprecedented,m%20of%20the%20adverti-
sing%20dollars
https://www2.deloitte.com/tr/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/the-global-economic-impact-of-facebook.html
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s43681-021-00068-x
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Meet Noodle,Meet Noodle,
the Forecastingthe Forecasting
PugPug

A Su-paw-hero

Sources: https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/2021/10/21/tiktok-noodle-pug-inspiring-millions-prioritize-self-care-videos/8525528002/      https://youtu.be/QLsnGBG2_eA     https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/no-bones-tiktok-
mental-health 

A Su-paw-hero
to the rescue!

By Elize Cristobal

Photos from: www.pngegg.com and www.freepik.com

FEATURES

So…is it a Bones day today?

Tiktok, one of the most-
used social media platforms
today, has a new rising star
named Noodle. This 13-
year-old pug and his owner,
Jonathan Graziano, are
taking the platform by
storm with their daily
forecasts of netizens’ fate,
claiming either “No Bones
Day” or “Bones Day”.

So what exactly are these
days and what do they
mean? Every day, to wake
him, Jonathan holds Noodle
up. If Noodle stays sitting
up, it’s a “Bones Day”. But if
the pug plops down, it’s a
“No Bones Day”, as simple
as that. 

Their routine consisting of
Graziano rousing Noodle
from his sleep and getting
him ready for a walk started
when Jonathan adopted the
7-year old Noodle. It was
only a while after he started
posting this routine of
theirs on Tiktok that their
viewers decided to use it as
a forecast of how their day
will go. 

The “forecasting” started
back in August 2021, when
Graziano shared another
video clip of their routine.
This video was the
kickstarter for what we call
the “No Bones Game”. Since
then, they have been setting
the tone for a day’s worth of
luck.

Originally, a “No Bones Day”
was associated with bad
luck while “Bones Day”
meant that something
positive would happen,
however, in their interview
on the American broadcast
show “TODAY”, Graziano
changed the rules. “We
really need to change the
narrative on a No Bones
day,” Graziano stated in
their interview. “So a Bones
Day is a day when you just
have to go after your
ambition, a task you were
putting off. A No Bones Day
is a day when you just have
permission to wear soft
clothes...do self care, take a
bath.” 

Although letting a dog

dictate your plans for the
day doesn’t seem ideal on
paper, following this
forecast might be a good
idea for our mental health.
Even clinical psychologist
and founder of Renewed
Freedom Center, Jenny Yip,
agrees that we can take
notes from Noodle on how
to take care of our mental
health and have a work-life
balance. “We can't always
give 100% or we risk facing
burnout. Take life day by
day, as Noodle does,” Yip
said.

Real forecast or not, Noodle
the pug has given joy to
millions of people around
the world. With differently
abled people expressing
how they relate to Noodle
not wanting to get up
sometimes, and people
having more self care than
ever, it’s safe to say that
Noodle brought the vibrant,
heartwarming side of the
Internet. Amidst the
pandemic and everything
else going on in our lives, a
little break wouldn’t hurt,
No Bones Day or not. 

by Christine Angela 
R. Tadle

Photo from: www.wbur.org

Most of us consider pets as
members of our family.
After a long day of school
work and activities, nothing
compares to the joy of
being welcomed with a
dog’s wagging tail or a cat
softly circling around your

legs. As such, owning a pet
simply makes our day-to-
day life better and bearable. 

The comfort and support
that our pets offer us,
whether consciously or
unconsciously, persuaded

numerous people 
to own and take care of
pets. This is especially the
case for students like Karlos
Celis and Iesha Ching from
10B who, despite dealing
with numerous heavy tasks,
have shared how their pet
dog offers them support
and comfort.

Ching stated that her pet
dog, Miller, helps her relax
whenever she’s stressed
about school works. Her 

dog also encourages her to
continue activities that help
boost her productivity such
as working out. Sharing the
same sentiment, Celis
responded, “It kind of
motivates me because he
just makes me happy
whenever I am stressed

when it comes to learning.
“They always make you
smile which right now is
very important as I am
attending a challenging
online distance learning
school year. Whenever they
see me studying, they are
always beside me and I feel
that I am not alone while
studying!”

Animals are indeed a gift to
humans. No matter what 
we feel, they’ll always make
sure to share that feeling
with us. That’s why not
every superhero wears a
cape; sometimes they show
up as our little furry
companions, ready to save
our day!

    from school work which
makes me refreshed and

feel energized again.” 

Having an 
emotional companion is

another benefit of owning a
 dog, and Diana Malantic of

10E shared how her pets
make her day better
through their         simple
gestures. “I’ve had pets
most of my life, they affect
my motivation by pushing
me to work harder. My pets
would usually sense when
I’m not feeling that great 
 and as an effect would try
to cheer me up.” She said.

Meanwhile, Georgio
Cabarloc from 10A stated
his sentiments about how
his pet dogs assist him

Photos from: www.boredpanda.com

https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/2021/10/21/tiktok-noodle-pug-inspiring-millions-prioritize-self-care-videos/8525528002/
https://youtu.be/QLsnGBG2_eA
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/no-bones-tiktok-mental-health
https://www.dryip.com/
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Evening 
energy: 
creative 
(creative task: 
art project). 
This allows a 
person to 
manage his/her 
time and be more
organized.

With that, a student is given
the opportunity to balance
school work and personal
life. This includes spending
time with family members,
hanging out with friends,
and essentially, having a
balanced and healthy social
life. 

Are there other benefits
other than a balanced
school and social life? 

Of course! Since you are
able to accomplish most of
your work in time, there is
no need to worry about
pulling an all-nighter and
altering your body clock just
to pass requirements. This
can also help improve your
mental, physical, and social
health.

Play Again?
By Micaela Jacinta Celecio
As the times have changed,
a lot of things from our
childhood transformed as
well—including games and
forms of entertainment.
From the outdoor games
that we used to play with
our friends, most of us now
indulge in mobile games
that are downloaded to our
respective gadgets. Just like
the ones we had in the past,
these online games became
our small escape from the
real world. Here are some
students who shared their
sentiments about online
gaming.

Victory!

Call Of Duty, Valorant,
Mobile Legends, League Of
Legends, NBA 2k, Red Dead
Redemption 2 & GTA—
these are some of the
games that various
students play nowadays. 

Photos from: www.epicgames.com and dotesports.com

These types of games
enable a large number of
people to play and engage
with at the same time,
proving how mobile games
do not only give players a
sense of victory—it also
provides them a sense of
closeness and friendship.

“It helped me relieve stress,
playing them entertained
me and I enjoy playing them
after school,” Prince De
Castro of 9C shared.

Meanwhile, Angel
Mangaliman of 9A
expressed how simple
things like mobile gaming
help with our everyday
moods. “It was sometimes
my escape from reality,
these games are one of the
small things that made me
happy when I'm feeling
down.”

“Whenever I feel stressed
and/or burnt out, I play
video games because it
helps me improve my mood
and I use it as a distraction
to the cause of my stress,”
Mark Garduque of 9A
added.

Level up!

However, video games have
been classified in today’s
society as a bad thing—a
mere “distraction” to
academics or work.
However, these students
have leveled up the way
they view video games as
regards to the learning and
benefits these have
provided them.

“In playing these video
games, I learned that
teamwork and chemistry
are the key to success, it is
never too late to change, 

“and that you should fight
for what’s right and I also
learned the importance of
family, friends, and loyalty,”
De Castro shared.

“Well honestly, playing 
did not affect my studies 

in a bad way because I was

able to control my time. I
often play whenever
boredom hits me,”
Mangaliman agreed.

 However, Garduque shared
how online games do not
always provide positive
results. “I think playing
video games has affected
me for good and for bad. It
affected my time 

students to spend their
time in front of their
screens. Though everyone
has different views on
playing video games, a
balance between playing
video games and managing
our personal life is vital for
each of us. It’s just like what
we have always learned in
life: if something is too
much, then it might get
worse for you. As such,
don’t let stress and the
other bad things in the
world stop you from doing
what gives you joy—just like
a mobile game, you can
always choose to press
“Start” and play again.

School
Works
and a
Social
Life? You
Mean, I
Can Have
Both?
By Cyrille
Alfornon

Most students nowadays
are constrained with having
to choose between school
life and social life. In some

cases, we completely miss
out on hanging out with
friends and spending time
with our loved ones
because of school work.
Others, however, had
tapped into their most
important characteristic to
balance both—motivation.

Motivation has many
factors such as confidence,

mood, and situation. A
YouTuber, Fayefilms,

introduced energy-
centered charts which 

can help students master
the art of time management

while considering the
factors of motivation.

What is an 
energy-centered chart? 

An energy chart is basically
the grouping of tasks
according to your mood.
With that, Fayefilms creates
content that helps students
study better. She introduces
the idea of energy-centered
charts in her video, ‘How to
get your life together and
become THAT student.’ 

“You’ll find that this way of

setting a routine is much
easier to maintain rather
than trying to copy
someone else’s routine,” the
influencer once insisted.

How do you create an
energy-centered chart? 

There are four simple steps
in creating an energy-
centered chart, one that is
not time-consuming or
mentally taxing. 

First, list down all the
activities that you must
accomplish throughout the
day. Then, group them into
their respective levels of
difficulty e.g. “difficult,”
“easy,” “creative.” Afterward,
create a line graph that
includes your energy levels
in timestamps. Lastly,
assign the activities in their
designated energy
requirement. 

To illustrate, take this guide
as an example, Morning
energy: Active (difficult task:
research). Afternoon
energy: Tired (easy task:
homework). 

Creating organizers like
energy-centered flowcharts
can boost the productivity
of students. For some, the
constant feeling that you
are forced to do everything
in a specific amount of time
is lessened or alleviated.
Schedules are flexible
considering the fact that
everyone has different
energy levels on different
days. This technique
encourages students to get
to know their strengths and
weaknesses while
simultaneously helping
them accomplish their tasks
and allotting them free time
for themselves.

So, if you ever find yourself
torn between school work
and social life, just
remember that with enough
motivation and energy, you
can have both!Sources: https://youtu.be/gCE2t9nhHZE

Photo from: youtube.com
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and responsibilities as
a student. That’s why I
now multi-task so that
I wouldn’t be wasting a
lot of time and still be
caught up with every
work that I need to
accomplish.”

Play again?

The surge of 
popularity amongst 
online gaming 
has urged various 
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The New Flavor of
Interest Clubs 

MendelMonday!

One of the
things that
SSIans pride
themselves in as
regards to
student services
is the concept of
Interest Clubs,
where students
can hone their
skills and
interests outside
academics. As
such, SSI has
offered various
clubs that range
from sports to
arts and crafts.
However, most
of these seem
impossible now
that we’re apart,
our screens
being the only
way we can
connect—but
this didn’t stop 

The New Flavor of
Interest Clubs 

them from innovating new
clubs to cater the needs of
the students.

Have a Taste of the New
Interest Clubs in the New
Normal

“I am very excited that the
Interest Clubs are back.
When I was told that I will be
the animator of the Science
Club TUKLAS, I accepted the
challenge without any
hesitation. It is a chance for
me to know other students
who are not in my class. It is
an opportunity for the
members to learn something
that is not in the curriculum,”
Sir JRAD Danguilan, TUKLAS
animator, shared.

Now that we are
experiencing Online Distance
Learning, there are a lot of
limitations as to what

we can do compared to the
freedom we had back when
we had face-to-face classes.
But these limitations should
not be seen as only
negatives. Now, we can make
use of different forms of
media such as social
networking sites and apps to
cater to the different
activities that these clubs
have to offer.
 
Caeljan Cristobal of 9B, a
member of ARITHMOS,
shared the same sentiment.
“Since we are in ODL it is
impossible to execute those
[physical] activities. Thus,
they were replaced with
clubs that are focused on
using technologies; like
coding, graphic designs,
electronics, and etc.”

The Menu of Activities

Danguilan stated that there
are multiple activities for the
students to enjoy. Last
October, the theme was “The
Science of Food”, where
students made their 

favorite ice cream while
learning chemistry.”

“Personally, I belong to the
club called SocZen, some of
the things I enjoy about this
club is that we are given the
opportunity to speak up
about socially relevant issues
as well as being able to
educate ourselves about the
said topics,” Diana Malantic
of 10E shared when asked to
list some things she likes
about her interest club,
SocZen.

Math club, ARITHMOS, has its
array of ways to have fun as
well according to Cristobal.
“Even though it is a Math
Club, it is pretty much a chill
club since it doesn't really
pressure you that much. My
animator always prepares
games which make the club
more fun. And lastly, for
every game, my animator
always has prize money (50
pesos) for those who would
win.”

The Secret Ingredient

A member of TUKLAS also
gave his insights about the
new clubs. He stated that
these new clubs are

different from the old ones.
“But I know that these new
clubs still have the same
goals just like what we had in
F2F which is to better
yourself at this interest or
skill,” Georgio Cabarloc of
10A stated.

“The interest clubs available
right now are more
connected. I felt thrilled since
the interest clubs were one
of the activities I greatly
enjoyed face-to-face. I was
excited to be able to create
more memories involving it
[interest clubs].” Diana
Malantic shared about how
distance shouldn’t hinder us
from creating these
memories.

Interest Clubs might not be
how they were before, but as
Cabarloc and Malantic
mentioned, the essence of
these clubs still remains. The
fond memories that the
animators and their
respective members can
share will still be the center
of all these—an experience
that will allow SSIans to
experience an array of new
and exciting flavors when it
comes to interest clubs.

By Rianna Anela V. Cabral

Virtual Kumustahan—The

Social-Emotional Calendar

by: Von M. Manansala
A few months after online
classes had started, virtual
kumustahans quickly became
a trend. Teachers from
different departments
utilized different kinds of
applications or platforms to
help maintain and improve
the students’ social and
emotional wellbeing. In
response to this, the JHS
Science Department
incorporated some unique
social and emotional
activities for Junior High
School SSIans during
synchronous classes - the
Social Emotional Calendar.

The Social-Emotional
Calendar is not just your
ordinary calendar, but a way
to connect a teacher’s heart
to a student’s experience.
Rather than simply using the
days of the week, the JHS
Science Department
associated names of well-
known

scientists like Gregor Mendel
for “Mendel Monday” as a
day in the Social-Emotional
Calendar.

"Since the pandemic brought
us anxiety, depression, and
mental breakdown, it is a
must or important to always
check our social and
emotional well-being,” Sir
Lemuel Sinosa, a JHS Science
teacher, stated.

He, along with the school
management and the other
JHS teachers, helped in
creating the Social-Emotional
Calendar.

The calendar is presented
during science synchronous
sessions where students can
answer inspiring, nostalgic,
or witty questions such as
“What are your notable
traits?” or “What is your spirit
animal?”

Sinosa also recalls one
response given during one of
their sessions, which focused
on the importance of prayer
when one is feeling down.
The response, according to
Sinosa, was the most
memorable to him because
he believes that he can relate
to it. 

“In this time of the pandemic,
we cannot talk personally
with friends and parents due
to the unexpected reactions
we may receive,” he said. 

Sinosa also expressed his
perspective about opening
up. “It can be humiliating for
us, but I know that the Lord
God will always listen and
won’t judge whenever we talk
to him,” he said.

He also stated that the Social-
Emotional Calendar brought
a stronger 

or activities during
synchronous classes as it
benefits them in many ways.
According to him, once
teachers incorporate these
kinds of strategies, students 

will feel safe and supported.

There are several ways to
maintain good social and
emotional health. Creating
connections, developing
healthy relationships, and
managing stress are just a
few examples. Remember, a
single kumusta a day can
make a person okay. 

FEATURES
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connection between teachers
and their students. He 
 claimed that it has helped
him and his students to
become more comfortable
with each other.

 

“We need to value the social
and emotional health of the
students because this will
help them to do their task in
achieving their goals or
dreams in life,” he replied.

“Sinosa encourages both
teachers and students to
participate in social-
emotional learning strategies 
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Class officers are exceptional
school leaders who have been
chosen to assist teachers and
other students. These officers,
tasked with being dependable,
understanding, and good
communicators, are more than
important in keeping up with
the challenges and difficulties
of online distance learning. As
they navigate through their
academics, extracurriculars,
and personal lives, these class
officers handle separate
responsibilities and duties as
leaders.

But how do they manage to
carry the responsibility on a
daily basis? Let us take a
glimpse of the shared
perspectives and experiences
of some select class officers
for S.Y. 2021-2022. 

“When I was elected as
President of the class, I felt
honored because my
classmates chose me to be
their leader this school year.
As a president, I make sure
that I am not only a leader, but

their old habits and routines,
Busa also added, “it was truly
difficult for me to alter my plan
since I still didn't know how to
oversee my time and how to
isolate my thoughts about my
individual life. But I slowly
adjusted to Online Separate
Learning and I, later on, knew
how to oversee my time to
avoid burnout."

PM classes: Convenient and
practical

There are many reasons why
PM classes can be convenient
for students especially in this
time of the pandemic. For
Grades 9 and 10, they have
their PM classes in which their
synchronous classes start at

The New AM and PM
classes for JHS Students

By Eira Jhanel Cenabre 

With the start of the new
school year, a minor shift in
schedule has been observed
amongst Junior High School
students. From having
different synchronous and
asynchronous schedules that
began at 8AM and ended at
5PM, the department has now
shifted to AM and PM classes.

A look behind the new
schedule 

After listening to the students'
suggestions during a
consultation with them, Sir
Ulysses Dimatulac, Junior High
School Vice Principal, stated
that they decided to rearrange
the schedule. 

A new schedule can have both
positive and negative effects
on students and teachers.
Because synchronous and
asynchronous classes are held
separately, Dimatulac claims
that it allows students to focus
more. Many students,
however, have questioned why
Grades 7-10 cannot share the
same schedule. 

"We considered combining
four levels into one schedule,
but managing our Zoom
premium accounts will make it
difficult for us to monitor
effectively, which will make it
difficult for teachers who teach
at different levels," he said. 

AM classes: Challenging but
amenable

With the new schedule being
implemented for the current
school year, students had to
adjust to the new schedule in

order to attend classes and
continue to learn. Students
from grades 7 and 8 have AM
classes, which begin at 7:30-
11:30 a.m. for synchronous
classes and 12:30-3:30 p.m. for
asynchronous classes.

“It felt really tough and really
cool for me since it’s not the
usual things that we do in
school before. But, it’s fun to
try new things, and adjusting
to it wasn’t too hard,” Auby
Feusca, a Freshman from
section E shared. 

Thea Busa of 8A also
expressed her thoughts on this
new schedule. "This new setup
made me feel mysterious since
I am not that comfortable

learning online. But since I
know that this pandemic is still
happening, I know that it's still
not safe to go to school." 

Knowing that a new setup
requires students to change

12:30- 4 pm, while their
asynchronous classes happen
during the morning, 7:30-11:30
am. 

Caeljan Cristobal of Grade 9B
initially thought that the new
schedule was confusing, but
with the new set-up being
divided into asynchronous and
synchronous sessions, he saw
the convenience of Online
Distance Learning in SSI. 

“...we have more time to finish
our activities with the
remaining time that we have
on these asynchronous
classes. Another is that we
don't have to worry about the
assembly time. Lastly, with
ODL, our deadlines are
extended until 11:59 p.m. on
the day of the deadline. For
me, it is a bit hard for me to
adjust to the new setup since it
is a big change from having

different time schedules last
year. But, after experiencing it
for a while, I surprisingly have
adjusted to it,” he said. 

“I think that this new setup
helped me prove that I can
deal with any challenges. Well,
I didn’t really have a hard time 
        in terms of adjusting since      
    what I see as an advantage
of this setup is that we get to
wake up without thinking that
we have a morning class
except for some days. I am
also glad that this setup
helped me improve my time
management which is right
now, very important,” 10A's
Georgio Cabarloc shared.

Overall, each set-up has its
own set of advantages and
disadvantages for each of us.
However, the ability of
students to adapt to a flexible
schedule proves that whatever
difficulties this new set-up may
present, we, as a school
community, will be able to
overcome them if we work
together.

Class Officers: The Class’ Trackers
By: Alyssa Heart I. Jasareno 

also a listener,” shared by Lara
Adriano, the class president of
10C.

She also shared more about
her designated tasks and
experiences as an officer. “As a
class president, examples of
tasks assigned to me are [the]
checking the attendance,
reminding my class of projects
and tasks that are needed to
be done. I find some tasks
challenging but on the side
note, it's also fun especially
when you enjoy what you are
doing.”

Michaela Lozada of 10C, who
was elected to the same
position in her previous year,
also expressed her feelings
about becoming a secretary
this school year.

“Being a class officer,
specifically a secretary, made
me feel that I have the
responsibility to make sure
that my peers are going
through the right track. Being
a secretary means that you

have to take note of
everything. From attendance,
announcement, and concerns,
I make sure that almost all of
the needed information is
clear and accurate. With this, I
do sometimes find myself
struggling because I have to do
my responsibilities as a
student, and also as the class
secretary. I am also a human
being too, my attendance
record and announcements
may sometimes be wrong or
inaccurate but with the help of
other officers, they make doing
the tasks easier.”

Knowing the responsibilities
that they have, how do class
officers manage their time for
all of the different aspects?
Take a look at some of their

“I don't like procrastinating at
all, it stresses me out kaya
agad agad kong ginagawa. If
ever di ko kayang gawin agad, I
have a weekly planner and I
write it down. I don't think the
position really affects me at all,
it's more like a fancy title. I do
help the other officers from
time to time like taking
screenshots for all classes and
replying sa mga questions ng
classmates ko,” Erin 
Bagalpin, the class vice
president of 10E, shared.

“I am able to manage my time
for my duties as a class officer
alongside my personal life and
academics by time
management. It allows me to
be productive and accomplish
certain tasks in a short period

of time, which leads me to
have more free time for my
personal life,” Lara Adriano
said, 10C’s class president. 

“In being a secretary and a
student at the same time, time
management is always the key.
I would make a schedule
beforehand on what to do to
have a smooth flow of what to
do for a specific day. I would
also refrain from using social
media or playing games to
avoid distractions,” Michaela
Lozada added.

We can’t deny all the efforts
that class officers exert,
especially in this set up. Their
unending concern to their
classmates, along with their
passion to serve, truly shows
their care for the class. As
such, their courage and desire
to serve the welfare of their
peers does not only make
class officers class trackers—
rather, they are genuine
leaders that SSIans can
emulate and strive to be in the
future.

FEATURES
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However, having it
online is a whole new
experience. Franshei
Duana of 9B shares that
for the online version of
the nerve-wracking test,
students get called one
by one in Zoom.
Students randomly pick
a number with a
corresponding
question, and they
must answer within one
minute. 

“I think it’s better in
ODL [because] it’s
teacher and student
basis, unlike in face to
face, [where] everybody
is looking at you,”
Duana said, when
asked to choose
between face-to-face or
virtual oral tests.

Indeed, the return of
SIP and Oral Test came
as a surprise. Sir
Benjamin Baggay, the
JHS Science
Coordinator, explained
the plan to revive SIP
was already in
discussion since last
school year. The said
proposal was then
finalized for hands-on
learning, as opposed to
numerous exams.   

As Junior High School
students return for
another year of Online
Distance Learning, most
were welcomed with
academic programs,
both old and new. Two
activities that made
their comeback were
the Oral Test and the
Science Investigatory
Project. 

These activities could
not be pursued due to
the sudden shift in
learning brought by the
pandemic. Since 2020,
this is the first time
students get to revisit
the said activities. Upon
observing the students’
outputs made in ODL,
the school was
convinced that students
already had the skills
needed. This prompted
the return of SIP and
Oral Test.

The return of SIP
allowed students to
reminisce. For Fiona
Dela Rosa from 10A,
having an online SIP
has its pros and cons.

When asked to rate her
experience, she gives
her experience a 7
because she can
develop her knowledge 

“SIP is an authentic type
of activity, and at the
same time, a form of
assessment. It is also an
opportunity for all the
students to have an
engaging way to learn
more about Science.
Kumbaga, ito yung
tinatawag natin na
learning by doing,”
Baggay stated.

Compared to what
most students were
accustomed to, major
but substantial
modification schemes
were made for the
program. Grade 7
students are tasked
with completing only
Chapter 1. For Grade 8
students, an SIP
proposal is their final
requirement.
Meanwhile, Grade 9
and 10 students have to
work on a full paper
following the IMRAD
method, with the latter
showcasing their SIP
products at the end of
the year. 

Apart from the changes
in the coverage, new
set-ups were
introduced. For
example, with the 

make a Comeback
for SY 2021-2022

SIP and Oral Tests

absence of hands-on
experimentation done
in a face-to-face set-up,
most studies are now
centered in using
qualitative data.
Consultations and pre-
graded outputs were
also allotted so that
teachers could guide
students.

“SIP in SSI will always be
a very successful
endeavor. Ako,
naniniwala ako diyan.
This could be one way
to spell the difference
between SSIans and
other students,” Baggay
said. 

Despite the fact that SIP
and Oral Test may be
dreaded by some
students, there is no
denying that their
comeback brings us the
opportunity to learn
and discover more.
With the comeback of
activities like SIP and
Oral Test, productive
and engaging learning
continues, even beyond
the comforts of our
own homes.

on certain topics and
learn skills needed for
research. However, she
also shares that SIP
could be mentally tiring.

While some students
have something to look
back on, that is not the
case for some. For
freshmen students like
Gabrielle Baura of 7C,
the Oral Test is a new
thing. Like many first
timers, reviewing for
her first Oral Test made
her feel scared and
anxious. 

“When reviewing, I feel
scared of what will
happen, if I will get a low
score or not,” she said.
However, Baura also
claimed that one of the
benefits brought about
by the Oral Test is one’s
ability to master the
lesson. As such,
formulating one’s
response first before
answering the question
is a great technique to
avoid mental block. 

The “ates and kuyas” of
JHS are already familiar
with the Oral Test. 

By: Stephanie Gamad
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"Finished"

by: 
Bea Villegas

Relatable
Moments
in Online
Classes

Relatable
Moments
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